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In the study of groups of odd order [2] there is a fundamental div-ision of 
the Sylowp-subgroups into two classes: those Sylow groups which have three- 
generator normal abelian subgroups and those that do not. The second type 
of group is particularly troublesome but in dealing with them a very useful 
lemma is the following [2, p. 7961: ;f G is a p-group, fov an add prime p, and E 
is an elementary abelian normal subgroup of G of largest possible order, then any 
element of G of order p which centralizes E lies in I:‘. 
However, in dealing with groups of even order [3] such a result is not 
available. Our purpose here is to provide a substitute, to which end we 
first prove a general proposition: 
THEOREM. If E is a subgroup of a p-group G, marinlal subject to bein<? 
normal abelian and of exponent pit, then any element of order at most p” zchich 
centralizes E lies in E, unless perhaps p = 2 and n = I. 
If ptz is the exponent of G then this is just the classical result that the maxi- 
mal normal abelian subgroups of p-groups are self-centralizing, a fact, 
however, which we shall need to use in the proof. The case IZ = 1 shows that 
the lemma quoted above is a consequence of the theorem. The dihedral 
group of order sixteen points out that the proviso p" f 2 is essential, for 
that group has only one elementary abelian normal subgroup, which is of 
order two and contained in an elementary abelian subgroup of order four. 
A useful consequence of the theorem is the next statement: 
COROLLARY. Let G be a 2-group which has no three-generator abelialz normal 
subgroups. If H is a normal subgroup of G and H G Z, x Z 1 then any element 
of order at most four which centralizes H lies in H. Furthermore, the centralizer 
C(H) of H is a metacyclic group. 
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The first part of the corollary follows directly from the theorem \vhile 
the second assertion is based upon some results of N. Blackburn [/]. To this 
point we shall return after proving the theorem. 
During this proof we shall require a bit of well-known but nonstandard 
notation. If II is a positive integer and G is a p-group then we let Qr,(G) 
denote the subgroup of G generated by all elements of order at most p”. Ifs 
is an automorphism of G and H and K are x-invariant subgroups of G with 
hT normal in H then we sap that .x stabilizes N:‘h7 if .v leaves fixed each eletnent 
of N/K. In this connection, recall that if ;V is a normal subgroup of G then 
any group of automorphisms of G, which leave :\T invariant and stabilize 
G/,\: and N, is abelian. 
The initial step in the proof of our main result is the 
LEMMA. Let s be an automwphism of ovder dividing pi1 of an abelian 
p-group A. If .Y stabilizes Q,A then x stabilizes A:‘QiA4 unless p = 2 and tz =: I. 
Proof. \l’e shall proceed by induction on the order of A and as a first 
step shall prove that x stabilizes Q,,~,,(d)/Q,(.-l). If this is not true then we 
may choose a E Q,,+,(A) such that us pi + a module Q,(A). However, the taking 
of pth powers is an endomorphism of _-I commuting with s xvhich induces an 
isomorphism of Q,,,,(;l)/Q,(A) into Q,,(.J), so that (a”)J’ + a”. But a” E -Q,,(A), 
which is a contradiction. Hence, x does stabilize J2,,+1A:Q1,‘-l so we mav now 
apply our induction hypothesis to L-I,‘-Q,A-l and obtain the result that x stabilizes 
A i.0, , ,,-I, 
At this point we know that x is an automorphism of order dividing p” 
which stabilizes QJA), Q,, ,,(A)/Q1(d) and E/Q,, ,,(A). However, if x does 
not stabilize ‘J/Q,(A) there then exists a E A such that n,” g n tnodulo -L?rl(A1). 
But x stabilizes L4jQfl+,,(A) so we have a” = ab where b E Q,, , ,(z4). Since x 
stabilizes R ,I +l(A-I)/Q,(A) it follows that bT = bc where c E Q,.J so c.‘: = c. 
Thus a,r = a/j ~2’ = ab’c and an easv induction shows that n7*, = ab 1 c 2 (“1 (9 
for a& positiv’e inieger s. If s := p7’ then the hypothesis on the order of x 
gives us that n = ab(~“)c@“). Unless p” = 2 we have p dividing ([I’) so 
c(““) =:= 1 since c E Q,(A). Thus 61,” --= I or b E Q,,(.J) and 
a,” 7 ah -? a module Q,(A), 
a contradiction. 
The theorem will now he proved h!; showing that Q,,,(C(E)) < E, for 
1 ( m .< N, bv induction on m. It is this induction that makes the proof 
go smoothly, whereas a direct proof of the case wz = n seems to be difficult. 
However, in order to prove this assertion it will suffice to show that Q,(C(E)) 
has exponent at most p’!, assuming that SZ,,,-,(C(E)) ,( E. (Here, use 
Q&C(E)) = I.) For, if we have this knowledge and SL,(C(E)) is not con- 
tained in E then F = EQ,,(C(E)) 1s a normal subgroup of G properly con- 
taming 17’ and is of exponent at most p’“, since E and L??,(C(E)) commute 
elementwise. Thus we may choose a normal subgroup N of G with 
F > H > A’ and 1 H : E = p. In this case E is central in II, H/E is cyclic, 
so E-l is abelian. But H will ha1.e exponent at most p” so WC will contradict 
the maximalitv of E. 
Let .I be a maximal normal abelian subgroup of G which contains E. 
Let x and y be elements of order at most p”’ which centralize E. We shall 
examine the subgroup (.~,?a:. generated by s and 3’. The inclusion 
Q,,~..,(C(E)) < E implies that s”, y” E E. The maximalitv of E implies that 
B :: Q,(A). The elements x and y centralize E. so by the lemma, x and y 
stabilize --1/E. By a remark above this implies that the commutator (x, y) 
centralizes A-1 so (s, y) t AI. But again, I‘ and y stabilize il!B so 
(s, y, x), (s, y, y) E E and \.v. \’ has class of nilpotence at most three. 
However, (x, y), ,‘;I’, y” E ;I so I -mm (.v, J’. ,x)” and similarI>- (,v, y, y)” = 1. 
But 
1”” - y(y, .x-T). (y, x),” = (y, x) (y, .A, ,A) 
so, as in the proof of the lemma, 
If p”’ f 2 then p divides (1’“‘) so (y, x)““’ -m 1. Thus (y, X) E A’ so ;.v, y) has 
,I’, y) = (x, y)“, which is 1 since .u” E E. Finally, 
~~~~I’~~~~~~~~,,~~~~~~~~ p. 811 and this is 1 if PW f 2. Therefore, we 
have showed that Q,(C(E)) has exponent at most p”‘, unless p”” == 2. 
IVe are left now with only one case: p = 2, n > 1, nz = I. Therefore, it is 
sufficient to prove that L?,(C(E)) h as exponent at most four. But L?r(C(E)) 
consists of all products of elements of order two which centralize E. There- 
fore, WC need only shovv that if s, y t C(S), ;\.I ..= 1, y 1 : 1 then (xy)' =-- 1. 
However, as above, i.~, y has class at most three. Also. 
I, =.-r ?“‘z ~_ y(y, ,x)‘? (y, x, x) 
so that (y, x)’ (y, s, ,x) : I. But .S = 1 also implies that 
I -= (y, x, x”) :- (y, .Y ,x)2. 
Thus (y, s)” =- 1 so (y, ,x) 5 E and cs, ~7;; has class at most two. Finally, 
1 = (y, .X’) = (.v, ,A,)‘, 
and the proof is complete. 
(.xy)” = ,x”y”(y, x)’ = 1 
\Ve conclude bv proving the second assertion of the corollary. By Theorem 
5.1 of [I] it is enough to show that any subgroup of C(H) of order 2” or 2” 
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has two generators. But a subgroup of order 24 other than H must have 
an element of order eight and will therefore have two generators. Similarly, 
a nonmetacyclic subgroup of order 2j will have every proper subgroup 
metacyclic and will itself not be of exponent four. ‘There is no such group 
by ‘Theorem 3.2 of [I]. 
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